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Book of Shadows Creation Process
As we discussed yesterday, there are many ways, depending on the need and desire of the witch, to keep a shadowbook. Yesterday's activity called for you to reflect on a few things, such as why you want to keep the book, what it would look like,  the book's overall function and other things to ponder. 
Today is aesthetic. We begin the creation process by designing the body of the book.
What's it made of?  
Your preferences may change over time. You may have to modify the book as it grows...and I assure you-it will grow. Because of this exponential growth thing that kind of happens through time, I suggest a book that is easily stretchable and is designed so that it is convenient to add and take out pages as you require it.   
Size is another thing to consider. Will it be digital, files all easily attained via your cell phone or pc? Will it be a physical book-small and standard, like a simple book to fit on one's bookshelf? or will it be the big ass book from fairytales that goes thump when you drop it on a table-glitter and dust-smell of thyme and patchouli and creak a little bit upon it's opening? 
Will it be short? Will it be oddly long?   
Here are a few ideas on book design to contemplate.
The 3 Ring Binder
Probably the best book to begin with is a 3"- 3 ring binder. It is wide, gives easy ways to add and detract pages, is durable and is easily modifiable. However, it isn't easy to transport, especially once/if the thing reaches the weight of a third grader. 
But first steps, first. 
If you have chosen the binder route, decorate it. Design it with heart and majik. Don't rush the process. Think about how you want the book to look on the outside- both front and back covers. 
The Fairytale Leather Bound Version with Adjustable Ties or Straps
When we think of how we want our Book of Shadows to look, we usually go to the elaborate. We call up images of arcane design, leather bound and tied or bound with either beautiful ribbons or big heavy leather straps that buckle to the front. 
If this is your thing, by all means, do it.  There are quite a few videos and tutorials on YouTube you can go to to see creators making magic books and books of shadows. 
If you choose this  route, be sure that your book has a way to be modified later. Have the ties inside of the book be easily tied and untied. In my 42 years at this point of keeping a book of shadows, I have required about 8" of width. This is because I stuff more than pages in my book. I also use plastic document sleeves in most of it so that I can stuff more than one page in a sleeve, it keeps the contents clean and free from tearing and is easily modifiable.
You can make the front and back covers seperate, by connecting them at the spine with twine or leather straps. 
Leather doesn't have to be *real* leather. Use your best input in the design. 
Woode  
A wooden book, both front and back covers measured to desired proportion, burned or painted or stained with design, and tied at the spine for adjusting. Like I discussed above with the  leather bound fairytale version.
The Pages 
A number of pages should be inserted into the book to start off with. I suggest starting off with 400 plain paper pages, with or without page protectors. These pages should be divided into sections. I suggest division into 13 sections. This makes each section hold approximately 30 pages, and is a pretty good number to start with.
In the future, if you need to, you can always "tie in" pages and sections into the threaded binding if need be. This makes for a monster book, and if you are thinking "yeah, I don't know what I'll need in the future", then consider going longer and wider in your design...that way, you can have sections staggered along the spine, instead of just a standard layout.
You can have more than one! 
Ok, so, you already have your eye on a cute little journal or have already made a purchase of a book of shadows, or have already invested the time in making one...but you didn't take into account that you will need a lot of space and modifications later. That's ok! You can always have more than one book. A series of majikal tomes, all aligned on a bookshelf in a majikal space all Skyrim like is also perfectly acceptable. Your very own Encyclopdeia Majika. 
Perhaps different books for different things. 
*A spell book for your spells, rituals and incantations.
* A book of potions and mixes-a majikal recipe book.
* A journal as a majikal diary of experiences, experiments and formulae.
Why not. It would make for things to be easily digestable. If you choose to create a bigger book later, you can always incorporate, rewrite or even photocopy certain pages and passages in a future volume.
These are all just merely suggestions. You make the majik. You make the rules. ;)    
This should be fun, majikal, personal , empowering and creative. It shouldn't stress you out.
It doesn't have to be rushed, either. If right now you are curently stuffing collected printables into a Winnie-the Pooh folder, keep doing that. That is also a beginning stage of book creation! See, you've already started. ;)
The formality in the keeping of the Book of shadows is a powerful project, but it's also fun. The book IS an extention of you....this is why we call it a living, majikal creature, and all majikal creatures need a name, so give that a few thinks as well while you're designing and preparing your book. :)    

Today's activity  
Begin collecting the supplies you like for your book design.
Watch tutorials on how others have made their books and read other artciles and look at pictures on pinterest and the like to get any inspiration.
Gather any printables and written items you may have already, into one place so you can find them when you need them.
Decide on where the book will rest when not in use.  
What is your book's name?
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